9.00-10.45

WB: 15/3/2021

Monday

Early work;

ai worksheet

Wednesday
Early work;
oi worksheet

Thursday
Early work;

ay worksheet

Friday
Early work;
Colour by size

Assembly 10.20am

Share Signs of Spring pp. Create a
factual sentence and draw a
picture.

Phonics

‘ai’
Revision
https://wor
dwall.net/
roll and
read

Dance
GetSet4Pe
Dance lesson 2

Assembly 10.20am

Tuesday

Go on a Spring walk and generate
discussions about signs of Spring.
Take some Photos for Learning
wall.

Phonics

‘oi’
Revision
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/english
-games/5-7-years/letters-andsounds
wordsearch
Phonics
Maths
Measure
‘ay’
pictures using a
Revision
ruler.
Extension;
Fake or real
comparison
words?
questions.

Assembly 10.20am

Early work;
England matching
activity +
sentences

English

Maths
Reading measurements, complete
comparison questions and solve
problems.

11.05-12.00

1.00-1.50

Maths
Paint 3 flowers of different heights.
Label the flowers.
Complete white rose questions comparing
the heights.

Art
Create a colour wheel on one page
and a piece of art work
incorporating primary/secondary
colours and darker/lighter shades
of a colour. Use these shades to
paint a scene from a picture
postcard.

2.00-3.00
PSHE

About what keeping healthy
means. (mentally and physically).
About how physical activity helps
us to stay healthy; and ways to be
physically active everyday.
Share top tips from Joe Wicks why we
need to exercise P.P
Try out some of the 5 minute work out
cards or Active Blasts getset4pe.

English
Begin Spring booklet completing a page
for weather and plants and flowers.

Maths
Spring measuring.
Use cubes to measure different
objects for length/height.
Complete follow up questions.

Topic
Share England P.P. and complete
quiz. Look at England. Find it on a
map, identify capital city/major
cities, talk about the rose as the
flower.

Maths
What is longer than a ruler?

Library

Handwriting

PPA

PPA

Science

Computing
Use word to type a fact/word
related to England. Find an image
to accompany fact.

In groups go out to calculate the height
of a tree.

English
Complete Spring booklet; Baby animals,
contents page and front cover.

Observe bean plants (Link to Maths
measuring height)
Create a collage of a flower and tree,
labelling the following: Leaves, flower
(blossom), petals, fruit, roots, bulb,
seed, trunk, branches, stem.

English/Grammar
how the prefix ‘un’ changes the meaning
of verbs and adjectives, e.g unkind,
untie, undoing
HFW/Buzz Words; giant, find, laughed,
again, friends, different, door, jumped,
stopped.

Gym
GetSet4Pe Lesson 5 Gymnastics

Music
Charanga In the Groove lesson 3
Froggy went a courting, my
grandfather’s clock, don’t dilly dally,
Lavender’s blue

